Quantitative electroencephalography and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder: implications for clinical practice.
Although behavioral symptoms of inattention, impulsivity, and hyperactivity serve as a foundation for the accurate diagnosis of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), the low interrater reliability and specificity of behavioral rating scales and the absence of comprehensive screening for medical conditions that mimic ADHD have created a barrier to the effective treatment of ADHD. Recently published studies using quantitative electroencephalographic techniques have identified abnormal patterns of cortical activation through power spectral analysis, in event-related cortical potentials, and in slow cortical potentials that may serve as a basis for overcoming these barriers. This paper reviews the initial evidence indicating that power spectral analysis and event-related cortical potentials may be useful in differentiating ADHD from other psychiatric disorders, helping in medication selection, evaluating medication response, and improving the rate of treatment initiation and maintenance. Studies examining electroencephalogram biofeedback (neurotherapy) are reviewed using published efficacy guidelines.